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Jean Adrienne
Ascension:

The Way of Creating Heaven on Earth
Jean Adrienne is interviewed by Julia Griffin
We always thought of ascension as leaving the earth to enter a
different dimension or as means to enter "heaven". Jean Adrienne
believes that we can create heaven on earth now by living and
creating in the present moment through the sacred heart space.
Julia: Let's start with, what is ascension? What does it mean and how
can one attain it?
Jean: The actual definition of the word, according to Webster's
dictionary, is moving from one level to another. The historical definition
from a spiritual/religious standpoint has been that we die and go to
heaven. Ascension is truly moving from one level of consciousness to
another. If we agree that we have been living in third dimensional
consciousness for number of years, then ascension could be moving to
the fifth level or ninth level of consciousness.
We've been given a preconceived notion that it is necessary to leave our
bodies behind to travel to a better place. Ascension can take place on
the physical plane while the consciousness is raised. We can choose to
stay in the physical body and ascend. This is not to say that those
around you who decide not to ascend will disappear. They will simply
have a different experience. Those who want to ascend without a body
can possibly have that experience.

There will be two different realties. Maybe it'll reach a point in the future
when we co-exist, but don't see each other or perhaps one plane will be
invisible to the other.
But it is an individual choice - everyone will have to choose to do this
because we live on the planet of free choice.
This is a planet of choice. We chose to come here and experience life in
a body because we could have experiences in a body that were not
available without a body. Alchemy teaches that every soul in the
Universe, no matter how advanced they are, envies us for having a body.
There are things you can do in a body, such as having certain physical
experiences that you cannot have without a body.
Julia: If we are in the fifth dimension now or moving into the fifth
dimension (wherever your consciousness is), what are some of the
changes that will be taking place?
Jean: The beginning of this move from one state of consciousness to
another state of consciousness is to reclaim the aspects of the physical
body that we surrendered in our quest for spirituality, as well as admitting
to ourselves the importance of the body.
We have tried to lighten our selves for some time. This has been the
spiritual teaching - to lighten up, to perhaps even leave the body by

forsaking certain foods or habits. The truth is that we are spiritual beings
having a physical experience. We need to claim this and fully activate
and feel this physical experience.
There is truly no other way to live in the present. If we can't live in the
present, then we can't live in the heart space or become enlightened. If
we are totally connected between the physical and spiritual, we can only
experience living in the present. If this connection is complete, we can
only experience harmony and growth.
Julia: For those who are just discovering ascension in a body, who have
not had intuitive awareness of it in the past, what advice can you give?
Jean: It's all about intention. The first thing that needs to happen is that
one needs to decide to be open and receive this information. As soon as
this happens, the rest is history, and it will happen. The more one walks
in surrender, the more rapidly it will happen.
Julia: What changes will occur in the DNA?
Jean: In order for ascension to take place in the human form, the body
must be upgraded to hold a higher vibration. This process can be begun
with the activation of additional strands of DNA, the spiritual DNA. It is
thought that we originally had more than the 2 strands of DNA that we
find in our body today. As the additional strands are activated, we
awaken new abilities, gifts, and powers that have been held dormant. If
you unwind the double DNA helix, you can see that it looks like a ladder.
Perhaps our DNA could be a ladder into the 5th dimension.
There are people who perform DNA activation in which they activate the
12 strands of DNA. My feeling is that there are more strands of DNA which this process may have just begun. I suspect there are 36 strands
of DNA. I suspect that the paradigm of the number of DNA changed
when many of us realized that it was possible for us to ascend in the
physical body. The DNA strands are the key to ascension.
Certainly, everything that we are physically is encoded in the DNA. We
have physical DNA in our cells, and spiritual DNA that is in our field.
These two energies have to be connected, just as the left and right
hemispheres of the brain must become integrated and balanced as we
move into the 5th dimension.
All of our inner knowledge is stored in the DNA. The memory of
everything "that is" is encoded in the DNA. When we become authentic,

we no longer search for "true knowledge." It is within us. I suspect that
this true knowledge is stored within the DNA, and, as we ascend, more
strands of DNA will be activated and we will be able to access more of
our inner hidden knowledge.
Julia: You also believe that changes in the chakras are part of the
ascension process?
Jean: We need to move our attention from our higher chakras to the root
and sacral chakras. This is the place that we begin manifesting form from
idea. For years, we were told to focus on the third eye and crown
chakras, but we have to focus 1st and 2nd chakras now to bring creation
into form or to bring Heaven to Earth. I'm seeing now that many people,
even vegans, are being called to eat meat or root vegetables to ground
themselves back in the body.
As we move into this grounding, into the physical body, this activation of
the DNA, there will be additional chakras. If there are 12 strands of DNA,
it is only logical to assume that there are 12 chakras that relate to this. If
there are 36 strands of DNA, then there may be 36 chakras.
The first chakra that becomes apparent through the process of
ascension is the high heart or thymus chakra. (Many people have
experienced a feeling of having a heart attack as this chakra has
opened.) I see it as lime green, although some people see it as aqua.
There is also a new chakra right above the lip. It can be seen from the
back of the head at the occiput. It's called the ascension chakra. Other
chakras may be near the spleen, and other chakras are in the field, but
haven't come in yet. The soul star is about 18 inches above the crown;
another chakra is above that. We don't know the location of all of the
new chakras. This is exciting, and we'll find out as we move through the
ascension process.
A whole new paradigm for the physical body is being created - we are
moving from a body that is controlled by the immune system to a body
that is controlled or activated by the heart. We are reacting to emotions
when we are in immune system, and we are connected to our inner
knowing when we are in the high heart chakra. We thought before that
we lived in a world that was run by forces that we considered external to
ourselves, and the ascension movement is that of a world governed by
the high heart.

It is possible to create more perfect health through this synthesis of the
body and soul. But it will also be possible to create anomalies of health,
if this is what the person chooses to experience to learn. It is all about
choosing our reality with each moment that passes.
Julia: How does the crystal grid relate to ascension?
Jean: None of this could take place until the crystal grid was established.
Prior to this, we may have had to leave to ascend. I believe that there
are higher grids above the crystal grid. As each of these things happens,
it sets the energetic for more mirroring in the body.
The axiatonal grid connects the body to the earth’s meridians, to the
Crystal Grid, and to the Universal Grid above that. We are taking on a
new vibratory level as we connect to the crystal grid. It's similar to power
stations as you come on line - it's like moving from dial up Internet, to
cable, to DSL. We are using the vibratory frequencies at a different pace.
The hertz vibration of the body is off the chart as compared to two or
three years ago when the average human vibrated at somewhere around
68 hertz. It's not unusual now for me to find someone who vibrates at 5
million hertz.
There is a new paradigm that is open to a lot of conscious creation. It's a
paradigm that we can't even perceive. This paradigm is so radically
different from anything that's been written about the human species or
that we have experienced that we tend to fall in line with preconceived
notions. It's hard for us to get out of the box and release enough control
to open our selves for the new paradigm.
The Universal law of attraction dictates that your thoughts and vibrations
essentially choose the systems and events operate around you. Another
way of saying this is that your experience of the world is the outcome of
your emotions and thought forms.
Releasing control is going to be a big part of getting into the new picture.
It all goes back to the universal laws. We can identify control any time
things don't seem easy, peaceful, and harmonious. As soon as your
world starts to get testy, you can rest assured that you are exerting your
will at some level. When you relinquish control, everything falls into
place. It's Heaven on Earth.

Adrienne Miller is a healer, teacher, lecturer and creator of quantum
change. She developed and teaches the InnerSpeak Process, is a
Usui Reiki Master/Teacher, Karuna Ki Master/Teacher and Seven
Rays Master/Teacher. She offers readings, coaching and clearing
sessions via phone as well as in her office in north Atlanta, Georgia.
She holds classes regularly and hosts a monthly Circle of Light
support group for LightWorkers.
Jean Adrienne's books, Reframe Your World: Conscious Living In The
New Reality, Soul Adventures, Mayan Soul Adventures and
InnerSpeak For Everyone
Jean's message: "I have two downloads I wish to share with you. One
is a guided meditation called Soul Adventures (39.5 MB mp3) and the
other is a copy of my eBook InnerSpeak For Everyone, (9.6 MB pdf)
which will introduce folks to my past life clearing process."
Visit Jean’s website: http://www.inner-speak.com
The new paradigm is like a new channel on television. We lose our
reception to the channel whenever we go into control. The only thing we
can do is take a deep breath and surrender to your higher self and let go.
These uncomfortable emotions are really a signal that we are not tapping
into our intuitive knowledge. When the emotions occur, I tell myself that I
having a mortal moment. And the only thing you can do in a mortal
moment is nothing. Make no decisions because it can't be for your
highest and best good. And any choices you make at this moment can't
be for your best and highest good.
Julia: If one decides to move into the process of ascension, are there
important steps or consciousness changes to take?
Jean: We also have to learn to let go of fear, examining our thoughts
constantly. We can't give up our responsibility for creating. There are no
victims in the 5th dimension. Anything that is uncomfortable is our
creation. We have to create something new and better in its place, but
we can only do this by taking responsibility for our thoughts and
emotions.
We have to give up our base of third dimensional fear. We have to move
away from judging anything as either bad or good. Whenever we have

any kind of judgment, we are opening our selves to a lower vibration. It's
truly a matter of knowing that everything is, and everything is as it should
be in this moment. We must learn to live moment-by-moment in the now.
As you truly ascend, you remember who you really are. You remember
that you are the Creator. At this point, it’s important to put your attention
on creating - creating your vision of heaven and earth. Begin to create
what you want your reality to look like, as best you can within the old 3rd
dimension paradigm. Then let go, and say "My reality is this or
something better." You then turn this over to your Higher Self and allow
your higher self to work with the vision.
The truth is that we can create more wonder than we can possibly
imagine. We are learning to become adept at this through the ascension
process. We should create as much as we can, creating joy and
happiness. Another thing is to remember is that when we can create
happiness; we essentially have a full cup. When we have received a full
cup, we must remember to give generously so that we can continue to
receive generously.
I believe that this is truly the movement to the place of Heaven on Earth,
the place that scriptures refer to as the place where the Lion lays down
with the Lamb. ###
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Anna Halprin

Who Is Anna Halprin?
James Roose-Evans, author of Experimental Theatre called
Anna Halprin one of the most important theater artist of the
twentieth century. The Dance Heritage Coalition has named
Anna Halprin one of America’s Irreplaceable Dance Treasures.
Anna is considered a pioneer in using dance as a healing art.
She has cultivated a process by which everyone can develop
their natural sense of creativity through movement.
She is author of Movement Ritual, Moving Toward Life: Five
Decades of Transformational Dance, and Returning to Health
with Dance, Movement and Imagery. Her films include
Returning Home a stunning dance documentation of her
connection to nature. At eighty-nine, Anna continues to
perform and teach with fervor, leading workshops and large
group rituals worldwide. www.annahalprin.org

Insight from Anna Halprin:
“There may be a future where more of us will call ourselves
artists and work together to make art concerned with the
primary issues of life. There may be a future where art is once
again honored for its power to inspire, teach, transform, and
heal. There may be a future in which all people dance
together, when the circle is open enough for both
grandparents and children, people of any color or culture or
spiritual practice. There may be a future when we will ask to
join the four legged and winged creatures and the creepycrawlies, the mountains, oceans, sun and moon, the
rainforests, instead of asking them to join us. There may be a
future that is all of this, or there may be not future at all.”

Five books that impacted Anna’s life:
The RSVP Cycles, Lawrence Halprin
Cancer as a Turning Point, Lawrence Leshan, PhD
Technicians of the Sacred, edited with commentary by Jerome Rothenberg
Art and Life, Udo Kultermann
The Illuminated Rumi, translated with commentary by Coleman Barks

Chuck Gallozzi
A Man Can Stand a Lot as
Long as He Can Stand Himself
“A Man Can Stand a Lot as Long as He Can Stand Himself.”
—Axel Munthe, 1857~1949
Frank is a 23-year-old European. He has graduated the university and
started his studies for teaching credentials. Yet, rather than feeling joyful
because of his achievements and a fairly comfortable life, Frank is
troubled.
“Why can’t I be as confident as others? Why am I so sensitive? What
can I do to become accepted and admired by others? Why do I feel so
weak? Why do I fumble through relationships rather than feel
comfortable in the presence of others? Why do I look down on myself?”
These are examples of the types of questions running through Frank’s
mind, which is causing him much pain.
Self Acceptance
Frank needs to learn how to live with himself and become his own best
friend. For as Axel Munthe (1857~1949) wrote, “A man can stand a lot as
long as he can stand himself.” But before he can do that he needs to
understand a few things.
1. No matter where we are in life, there are and always will be people
who are more confident, more successful, and more powerful, so we
have to accept that. Once we do, our burden grows lighter.

2. Appearances are deceiving. Some of the people Frank compares
himself with feel just as inadequate and insecure as him. It is not that
they are bastions of confidence, but that they are good at hiding their
feelings. It is important to understand this and realize that Frank is not
alone and is troubled by an affliction as common as the common cold.
And like the common cold, it will pass.
3. Life is dynamic. That is, life is always changing. We mustn’t confuse
what we are and how we feel today with what we will be and how we will
feel tomorrow. That would be like comparing caterpillars with butterflies.
4. Imagine trying to convince a 13-year-old that her life isn't destroyed
simply because she has pimples all over her face or because her
boyfriend dumped her. She will find it difficult to believe that all her
present ‘problems’ will pass and later be something to laugh about. This
is the position Frank is in. He’s just 23, and most men don’t mature until
they’re 26~30, so he has a long way to go and some patience is called
for.
5. Be kind to yourself. After all, “If one is cruel to himself, how can we
expect him to be compassionate with others?” (Hasdai Ibn Shaprut, born
about 915, died 970 or 990)
6. Be careful to balance self-acceptance with self-improvement, for as
James A. Pike (1913~1969) wrote, “A man needs self-acceptance or he

can't live with himself; he needs self-criticism or others can't live with
him.”
7. “It doesn't matter what we do until we accept ourselves. Once we
accept ourselves, it doesn't matter what we do.” (Charly Heavenrich,
http://www.charlyheavenrich.com/about.html).
Gaining Control over Our Lives
Although Frank may need to be patient, there are things he can do. It
will, however, take more than a few words to explain, so bear with me.

The trick, then, is, how do we defeat this pernicious resistance, which
destroys so many of our dreams? The secret to overcoming resistance is
to start on whatever needs to be done by taking a baby step, a step so
small that the subconscious doesn't detect a threat; it’s a matter of flying
under the radar, so to speak.
Okay, it’s time to look at an example. Let’s stick to the case of a student
that needs to study for an exam. We’re going to assume he knows how
the subconscious works, so he will start by taking innocuous baby steps,
such as the following:

What holds us back, more than anything else, is a conflict between what
we want to do versus what we feel like doing. For example, students
may want do well in school, but feel like partying with their friends. If it’s
a choice between studying and partying, which do you think most
students will choose?

1. Check the calendar and count the number of days before the test.

That’s right, the answer is partying. But that’s self-defeating behavior. It
is in conflict with their goal to succeed. And once they neglect their
studies, they will have to work twice as hard trying to catch up. This
creates stress, making them feel bad. Since they feel bad, they try to
numb the pain by seeking pleasure, such as more partying! So, you see
how easy it is to dig oneself into a hole so deep there’s almost no
escape.

Note that up to this point he hasn’t actually started studying, so his
subconscious doesn’t feel threatened and it isn’t creating any resistance.
Yet, these simple steps have primed the pump; that is, prepared him for
study. So now that there isn’t any resistance, he immediately begins. And
once he starts, some remarkable things happen:

Given that self-defeating behavior is so harmful, when faced with a
choice between what we want and what we feel like, why do we usually
follow our feelings instead of following our dreams? Well, what we want
to do flows from our rational (or conscious) mind, and what we feel like
doing is emotional, flowing from our subconscious. Our rational mind has
the will, but our subconscious has the power; it can stop us from doing
what we want.
How does it do this? It does so by creating resistance. For example,
let’s say that a student looks at the calendar and sees that an important
test is approaching. He tells himself that he had better study tonight. But
as soon as he has this thought, fear is triggered in the subconscious
because it associates studying hard with pain. The subconscious abhors
pain. So to protect itself, it prevents the conscious mind from acting by
erecting the barrier of resistance, which is nothing more than the
subconscious balking or digging in its feet and saying NO!

2. Quickly review his notes to count the number of points that he has to
master.
3. Estimate how much time he will need to study each point.

1. Since we cannot think of two things at the same time, once we
immerse ourselves in a task, that’s all we can think about. All thoughts
about whether it is pleasant or not fade from our consciousness. And as
we get involved in the task, it grows increasingly interesting. So, the
‘pain’ associated with doing something we don’t want to do is short-lived.
2. We discover that the task was not as hard nor did it take as long to do
as we had imagined. Remembering this will make it easier to start the
next task.
3. We learn that we have the power to do what we don't feel like doing.
Understanding this unleashes the power of our potential, for the key to
success is self-discipline. But knowing what we do about the
subconscious and its fear of pain, we shouldn’t use the word “selfdiscipline” because it is apt to trigger resistance. Instead, we should call
it what it really is, SELF-LEADERSHIP, which is nothing less than the
freedom to create the lives we wish to have.
4. After finishing an important task that we didn’t feel like doing, there is a
feeling of exhilaration. We feel proud of our accomplishment and are

delighted to learn we have the
self-leadership to take charge of
our life. Therefore, what we
thought would be painful turns
out to be highly pleasurable.

Don't make the mistake of
thinking that you need to
be aggressive or even
assertive to be significant.

5. What’s more, as we
experience this truth, we come
to embrace discomfort because
of the pleasure and power conquering it will bring. And as we experience
victory after victory, we will grow in confidence, feel exuberant, and know
what it truly means to be free.
6. To avoid missing out on success, we mustn’t be tricked into running
from responsibility to indulge in some fleeting pleasure. After all, if we
were to do so, we would find the ‘pleasure’ (such as watching TV) is
pleasure in name only. For as we waste valuable time, we will be racked
with guilt, greatly diminishing our ‘pleasure.’ And whatever momentary
pleasure we were to experience, it would later be followed by stress and
regret.
7. When we consider these facts, we will discover that what we usually
interpret as pleasure ends up being painful, and what we first interpret as
painful, turns out to be pleasurable. The lesson, then, is we have to think
before we act, for the price of living irresponsibly and neglecting our
duties is loss of happiness. On the other hand, the result of mastering
self-leadership and living up to our responsibilities is a life of
accomplishments and joy.
Being Significant
Frank writes, “I would like to feel more significant in my own circles, but I
tend to go with the flow, keep the peace, and avoid confrontation. I am
cheating myself out of the growth I need and the respect that would go
with it.”
Don't make the mistake of thinking that you need to be aggressive or
even assertive to be significant. The weak man seeks power while the
strong man seeks to do good by serving others. Your goal should not be
to feel more significant, but to be more significant; that is, to matter.
When you spread cheer, give encouragement, and offer kindness
whenever you go, you matter. You will then be significant, for you will be
contributing to a world that is in desperate need of people like you.

Also, please understand you already are significant. After all, you are
unique. There is only one of you in the world, and you cannot be
replaced. Yet, if you follow the above advice, you can make yourself
even more significant.
You are also concerned about others who belittle you and wish to have
the ‘strength’ to defend yourself. Here’s something to keep in mind.
When someone puts you down, say, "When you say that, it reveals more
about you than it does about me.”
And when they ask what you mean, say, "Well, when we put down
others, we are screaming to the world, 'I am insecure and unhappy. I
don't feel good about myself, so I put down others to feel better.’” But
say this in your mind, not aloud. For if you were to say this aloud,
even though it is true, you would be guilty of doing the same thing! That
is, you would be putting them down to feel better!
So, what should you do? Accept them, forgive them, be compassionate,
for like you, they are imperfect. One of your other friends may come to
your defense and chide someone for putting you down. Should that
happen, defend the person who was putting you down, by saying
something like, "Oh don't be so hard on him; he didn't mean to say
anything nasty. Besides, no one is perfect. Even among the best of
friends, some friction is bound to occasionally arise, so let's just accept it
and move on.”
In other words, don't make defending yourself your goal. Rather make
defending others your goal. That is the path of the hero, the warrior.
When you live in this way, you make the world a better place. Your
constant companion is peace, not discord. And when you see the good
you do, you will feel significant for good reason.
When someone belittles us, we are apt to react. That is, act without
thinking, act emotionally. This is the poorest way to act because we will
lose friends that way. Rather than reacting, we could stand up for
ourselves by acting assertively. This is the path that Frank wishes to
follow. You can learn more about assertive behavior here: http://
www.personal-development.com/chuck/manipulation.htm.
But there is a third way to act, and that is to act spiritually, or in accord
with our higher self. This is our most powerful option, and it is what
brings us and the world the most benefits. This is the path I am
suggesting for Frank, the path of the hero and warrior; for I believe Frank

is destined to play a very important role in the lives of others. Spiritual
people are completely at home with themselves and immune to the
attack of others. If someone were to claim that I have blue eyes when I
know they are brown, or that I am a woman when I know I am a man, or
that I am stupid when I know that I am otherwise, if they were to say
such things, how could I be harmed? So, those who are comfortable with
themselves have no need to defend themselves. Since they don’t feel a
need to be assertive, they are free to be accepting, understanding, and
compassionate. And because of their strength of character they are
especially suited to helping others.
Being Worthy
Frank writes, “I'm eager to grow myself into someone who is worthy of
having loving and supportive friends. But in order to do that, I know I
have to work on myself becoming better and more positive.”
You’re mistaken, Frank; you don’t have to grow yourself or work on
making yourself worthy. That makes as much sense as saying that you
want to work on becoming a man. You are already a man. And you are
worthy of respect by the fact that you exist. Does a cat or dog have to
earn love or are they deserving of it merely by the fact they exist? You
are no different. But in your dealings with others, be sure to remember
that the same applies to them. That is, everyone you deal with is worthy
of respect.
Don't worry about how to help yourself; focus on helping others. The
truth is, there is no better way to help you than by helping others. But
never allow the benefits of helping others become your motive for doing
so. Let your only reason for helping others be, they need it. This, by the
way, is the path of love. It is impossible to be in love and be unhappy at
the same, so love is synonymous with happiness.

good man than a great one, for greatness is an assessment of mortals;
goodness a gift of God.” (Spark Masayuki Matsunaga, 1916~1990). If
you wish to aspire to becoming a good man, make this prayer of St.
Francis of Assisi (1181~1226) your personal code:
Lord, make me an
instrument of thy peace.
Where there is hatred,
let me sow love;
Where there is injury, pardon;
Where there is doubt, faith;
Where there is despair, hope;
Where there is darkness, light;
and Where there is sadness, joy.
O divine Master,
grant that I may not
so much Seek to be consoled
as to console;
To be understood
as to understand;
To be loved as to love;
For it is in giving
that we receive;
It is in pardoning
that we are pardoned;
and It is in dying
that we are born to
eternal life.
Relationships

You are lucky to be going through the pain of self-doubt, inadequacy, and
insecurity because it is revealing how many, if not most, of your future
students feel. Use your pain to feel theirs, and make it your role, not only
to fill them with knowledge, but to fill them with confidence. Give them
the acceptance you long for, inspire them, encourage them and watch
yourself become the person you never dared dream of becoming.

Frank and his girlfriend recently broke up. This contributes to his feelings
of inadequacy. But the broken relationship would be less painful if Frank
realized that at his young age, he should be looking for experience, not
love. If he were looking for love and lost it, he would feel like a failure,
but if he were looking for experience, he got it, so he is successful. And I
suggest he get as much experience as possible, for each relationship will
better prepare him for eventual marriage.

Frank, life is very easy, All we have to do is give away what we wish to
receive. Here’s something else to consider, “'Tis better to be known as a

The reactive approach is to jump into a relationship with the first person
that expresses interest in us. The rational approach is to be more

thoughtful and seek someone who would make a wonderful spouse. The
spiritual approach would be to make ourselves a wonderful person for
our future mate. So, Frank, rather than worrying about whether your
girlfriend is right for you, you should be concerned about whether you
are right for her.
Remember, we get what we give away. So, if you're just concerned
about what's best for YOU, you are selfish, and that will be detected by
others and you drive them away. But when your concern is what is best
for others, you attract them to you. The more people you attract, the
better off you will be, for you need people to learn from. No experience
can be called bad because we can learn from each one.
And if you suffer a broken heart or two along the way, so what? You see,
we experience life through our feelings, and broken hearts,
disappointments, and tragedies add poignancy to life. Pathos is part of
the beauty of life and is an essential ingredient to a rich and fulfilling one.
The more pain we experience, the greater our capacity to experience joy.
The appreciation of poignancy varies from culture to culture. In Japan, it
is called mono no aware and is held in high regard. Here is an example.
Imagine sitting alone in a park. Suddenly a beautiful Mayfly flitters by. At
the moment you see it, you are overwhelmed by its magical beauty…
“Ahh. How beautiful.” Yet, almost at the same time, you are overcome by
another feeling… “Ahh. This beautiful creature will be dead by tomorrow.”
Poignancy encapsulates life… “Ahh. Life is beautiful!” “Ahh. Life is short.”
It is the brevity of life that gives it its value. And it is pathos that enriches
our lives, so don’t run from pain, but embrace it. To get the most from life,
it helps to cultivate poignancy, awe, surprise, pathos, or the ahh-ness of
life.
Returning full circle to relationships, Frank, the message is the more
rough spots you encounter, the greater your joy will be when you find
your life partner, so don’t let broken relationships get you down; they are
just steps on the path to your perfect one.
If you need more help, Frank, here are a couple of good books you can
read for free on the Internet:
http://www.howto.co.uk/wellbeing/low-esteem/
http://www.howto.co.uk/wellbeing/become-life-coach/

Chuck Gallozzi lived, studied, and worked in Japan for 15 years,
immersing himself in the wisdom of the Far East and graduating with
B.A. and M.A. degrees in Asian Studies. He is a Canadian writer,
Certified NLP Practitioner, Founder and Leader of the Positive Thinkers
Group in Toronto, speaker, seminar leader, and coach. Chuck is a
catalyst for change, dedicated to bringing out the best in others, and he
can be found on the web at:
http://www.personal-development.com/chuck-gallozzi-articles.htm
Well, Frank, imagine how excited adventurers must feel when they
conquer a treacherous mountain peak. Conquering oneself is equally
exciting, so embrace your ‘problems’ and be thankful for the adventure
you are experiencing. Mountaineers don't grovel when they have to
hunker down in a raging storm, neither should you, brace yourself and
look forward to the victory that awaits you.
I’ll give the final word to Charles C West, “We turn to God for help when
our foundations are shaking, only to learn it is God who is shaking them.”
###

PONDER
a moment

Ethics cannot be based upon our obligations toward [people],
but they are complete and natural only when we feel this
Reverence for Life and the desire to have compassion for and
to help all creatures insofar as it is in our power. I think that this
ethic will become more and more recognized because of its
great naturalness and because it is the foundation of a true
humanism toward which we must strive if our culture is to
become truly ethical.
—Albert Schweitzer
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Change: Embrace it; or Resist it?

one which has just opened"!

At a time in our lives when there is so much change occurring, we are
more frequently being faced with a choice: we often don't see it as a
choice; but that's what it is!
We are being given a multitude of
opportunities to actually embrace change; or to resist it!

Resisting change is actually hard work! Quite often however, we don't
know that we are resisting it, so like most other things in life, it's about
being aware!

Sometimes the necessity for change just happens: and sometimes we
are faced with tough decisions to make, and attitudes towards the
circumstances we are faced with are critical to whether we just survive,
or come out shining!
At other times we need to instigate the change ourselves: and it's times
like these that we often have to admit to ourselves that something, or
someone, just isn't working in our lives any more. There are usually
ough decisions to make when this occurs, but we need to make them:
and move on as wiser people.
Whether you are faced with change that creeps up and bites you on the
butt; or whether you have to create a deliberate change yourself; the
ability to accept things as they are, and move forward, is critical. One
door closes; another opens!
I'm reminded of a brilliant old quote from yesteryear (I think it was
Alexander Graham Bell who said it?), and it went something like this:
"We often stare for so long at a door which has closed; that we miss the

Start a New Life!
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Right now, change is being forced upon us in many ways; and for some
of us, that is absolutely overwhelming. My greatest suggestion for
anyone who IS feeling the pinch, is to remember that "necessity is the
mother of invention"; so if you can get yourself into embracing the
change which is forcing itself upon you, and get creative, then you may
come out of your own situation absolutely shining!
If you are hurting in any way whatsoever: then you can choose to reach
out to others.
Remember: None of us have to do it tough on our own - ever!
Because, doing it tough on our own, is also a choice!
And if we can actually own that; we can change it! ###
Subscribe NOW! to receive free weekly inspirational and life-changing PeoplEmail
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Wright Minded Workshops teach how to shed self-imposed limitations and see the world through new
eyes. Eyes of possibility, not pointlessness. Karen is author of The Sequoia Seed: Remembering the Truth
of Who You Are, a great read for anyone who is seeking understanding or guidance, inspiration or clarity in
their life. Waking Up the free bi-monthly ezine, was created to help you activate your natural motivation to
move beyond mere existence and to LIVE your dreams.

Karen Wright
The
We

Earth will be Safe when
Feel in Us Enough Safety

“The Earth will be Safe when We Feel in Us Enough Safety.” This is the
last sentence from the poem, Walking Meditation, in Thich Nhat Hanh's
book by the same name.
For many years I've been reminded by books and spiritual gurus that 'as
within, so without.' We experience a personal consciousness, but we
also contribute to a global consciousness.
Feel anger within and see violence in the world. It's the reason Gandhi
refused to engage in violent acts to change corrupt governments. He
knew that violence feeds violence. To act in accordance with what he
abhorred was unconscionable.
He knew he had choice - even when being provoked. He could hold what
he knew to be true or he could become the lie and feed the violence.
It's so easy to simply react to what provokes us in the day. Someone
cuts us off in traffic, someone rolls their eyes at our brilliant idea,
someone snaps at us for no apparent reason. When faced with anger,
our survival instincts kick in and tell us to fight back. A fist for a fist. An
eye for an eye.

And the world is the way the world is because primitive survival instincts
so often overrule considered logic and truth. When faced with upsetting
circumstances, rather than switch to autopilot, what if we asked this
question, "What outcome do I truly want and what response is most likely
to get that?"
I suppose you could argue that sometimes you REALLY want to scream
back and humiliate your aggressor. But, that's that primitive brain
speaking again. That desire might feed your wounded ego for a moment,
but the result is guaranteed to make the situation worse. Now the mess
is even bigger to clean up.
Many of us say we want peace in the world, yet we have war over the
dining room table. We don't often think that our own little family
skirmishes have any affect beyond our own walls. But, they do. Not only
do we take those angry feelings to work and school, passing them along
to others like a virus, but, beyond the limits of our personal interactions,
our feelings also feed the global emotional pool.

Think of every emotion you have as a contribution to a world bucket. A
laugh drops in the joy bucket. A tear drops in the sorrow bucket. Drop by
drop the buckets fill from millions of individual contributions every day.
Many buckets are so full they've overflowed - in Afghanistan, in New
Orleans, in Chili, in North Ireland. The violence and sorrow that fills the
nightly news is the overflow of global emotions.
Are you a good steward of your emotional contribution to the global
pool? Gandhi said, "Be the change you wish to see in the world." If you
want more joy — BE joyful today. If you want more love — LOVE
someone first. If you want respect - have respect for the one you can't
stand.
Choose one person or situation that pushes your buttons like no other.
The one that ignites your primitive survival instincts and over-rides your
higher reasoning. The one that causes separation instead of unity. Make
this your spiritual practice this coming week. Choose to not be controlled
by this person or circumstance any more. Don't resist them or fight them,
just choose to respond in a way that feeds your soul, not your insatiable
ego. Be who you choose to be. It will take work and attention. And you
may succumb to old habits at first. But, this is a worthy endeavor and
habits will change. Eliminate upset from your own life and reduce your
contribution to global upset. Imagine if we all did this. Where would
anger go? ###

AVAILABLE as an ebook

PETER SHEPHERD
Daring to be Yourself

You can create a new life. A life revised in small but
crucial ways—or perhaps you will totally change the
way things have been up to now. You choose, of
course.
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Amazon.com for Kindle + iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Mac and
Windows with Kindle Reader.
Order the PDF version: Daring to be Yourself
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from Inkstone Digital.com for Adobe Reader on all platforms.
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Tips for
Conquering Your Procrastination Habit
From Success Coach Dr. Linda Sapadin

Focus on what’s exciting or inspiring about a challenge
The more nervous you are about tackling a task, the more likely it is that
you’ll procrastinate. Yet, there’s a fine line between feeling nervous and
feeling excited. If you’re the worrying type, you lean toward the nervous
side of the line. To counteract this tendency, deliberately lean the other
way. As you make this shift, you’ll discover that worrying and
excitement have much in common - the major difference is in your
interpretation of your bodily experience. So, the next time you have
“butterflies in your stomach,” interpret it as a sign of excitement, not fear.
If this feels counterintuitive to you, take your cue from trapeze artists.
Picture yourself high above ground, trying to stay upright as you attempt
to keep your balance. Imagine yourself leaning too far to the left. Uh-oh!
What do you do? Intuitively, your body knows. You lean to the right. You
feel steadier. Once your body is centered, you move forward again.
If you have difficulty picturing yourself as a trapeze artist, let’s try a
different imagery, one even a young child can relate to – learning to ride
a bike. At the beginning, the skill seems impossible. Someone must help
you keep your balance. Or training wheels do the job for you. But then
one day, with enough practice, you feel ready. You’re a bit wobbly, but so
what? That doesn’t stop you. You’re ready to go. No more training
wheels. No more need for an adult to prop you up. You’re on your own.
And will you succeed? Oh yes, yes indeed. Now, if a young
child can get excited about a challenge that initially seems
impossible, so can you!

For info about success coaching and the
“Six Styles of Procras8na8on” E‐Program
Visit
www.BeatProcrastinationCoach.com

Beca Lewis
Percep&on Shi-ing Systems
For The Spiritually Minded

Are You In?

www.becalewis.com
Subscribe To The Shift® Ezine And Free Email Courses Here
Whenever someone would honk at me just as the traffic light turned
green, I wondered what would happen if we were standing together on a
curb and the traffic light turned green; would they yell at me to start
walking?
Is the cause of this rudeness the impersonal nature of the car, or the fact
that cars are built to be going zoom-zoom that makes people honk — or
cut people off — or swear at them in traffic?
Do we forget who others, and we, are as soon as we get behind the
wheel? We, as drivers, are often double-minded — kind in person, rude
impersonally.
We all know that we can’t be double minded, because a “double-minded
man is unstable in all his ways.” (James 1:8) We also know that “No man
can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other;
or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other.” (Matthew 6:24)
Yet we live our lives double-minded — serving two masters, material one
moment, and in the next — spiritual: two masters — double-minded.
I worked with a client who acted out of a double-minded state of mind
(perception) and the struggle he went through was painful to watch.
Having a belief that he was in control and could accomplish whatever he
wanted to, he continued in that behavior in spite of the fact that it had
become necessary for him to let go, and he knew it. His wife was in
tears, her head bowed by the pain she felt watching this struggle.

Since all that exists on the outside is a result of our personal point of
view, I know I have some shifting to do.
If people in my life are either honking or struggling, then I have a choice.
Either I can continue with them in the perception that all our lives are
material and consists of busy zoom-zoom and struggle, and that Grace
only exists in separate special moments, or I can shift to the perception
that there is only One Intelligence that is now and always has been
expressing Infinite Intelligence and Love. This perception will shift what
appears as my outside life.
Every time I heard the commercial advertising a phone service that
would ask, “Can you hear me now,” I ask myself, “Can I”? Can I hear
One Mind, Love, only or is my connection mostly to the material doubleminded world?
This same phone company has added a tag line of “Are you in?”
Am I? Are you? Are we In? Are we single minded? Are we connected
together in that In? Are we standing outside of all that appears as our
daily material life and knowing that this is not It? Are we asking
ourselves in every moment, “What is my point of view, and what is my
state of mind?”
Is our point of view that we are all double-minded material beings striving
to reach our own personal form of perfection, or is our point of view that

I, and they, are in Reality the expressions of One Love already perfect
now.
Which point of view shall we choose? Well if we truly want to experience
living in Grace, not just for ourselves, but everyone else, then the choice
is obviously a Spiritual point of view.
But hey, does it work? Of course it works. Try it in a small way. Hold
your thought today to just one perfect idea; any one will do because
none are more important than another. Don’t be swayed off of it. You’ll
observe the shift that happens within that will shift what appears as an
outside world, although you will mostly likely have stopped caring about
the outside shift by then.
One warning — don’t look for big miracles and blind yourself to the
constant miraculous occurrences of each moment of your day.
There is nothing for me to do to change the honkers, or the doubleminded client, or his grief stricken wife, except change who I believe
them to be. That’s it.
Join me will you in choosing a Spiritual awareness of all those in your life
who you wish would act differently, see differently, or love differently.
Let’s drop the "what if", "what then", and the questions of "why", and stay
with me today as we say, “I hear You now and I’m In — we are
connected!”
"The only devils in this world are those running around in our own hearts,
and that is where all our battles should be fought." —Mahatma Gandhi
"In the faces of men and women I see God." —Walt Whitman, poet
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Guy Finleyʼs work here is
a great introduction.
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In An Unspoken Voice
How the Body Releases
Trauma and Restores
Goodness

By Peter A. Levine Ph.D.
In this culmination of his life’s work,
Peter A. Levine draws on his broad
experience as a clinician, a student of
comparative brain research, a stress
scientist and a keen observer of the
naturalistic animal world to explain the
nature and transformation of trauma in the body, brain and
psyche. In an Unspoken Voice is based on the idea that
trauma is neither a disease nor a disorder, but rather an
injury caused by fright, helplessness and loss that can be
healed by engaging our innate capacity to self-regulate high
states of arousal and intense emotions. Enriched with a
coherent theoretical framework and compelling case
examples, the book elegantly blends the latest findings in
biology, neuroscience and body-oriented psychotherapy to
show that when we bring together animal instinct and
reason, we can become more whole human beings.
“Peter Levine’s work is visionary common sense, pure and simple.”
—Laura Huxley, lifetime partner and collaborator of Aldous Huxley
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The Secret of Having
Everything You Want
by Guy Finley

Everyone wonders whether or not there is one great secret for truly
successful living. There is. And it is not a secret. It has been quietly,
steadily telling itself right in front of us all along. We just couldn't
hear it over the clatter and chatter of our own secret demands.
Listen quietly for a moment. Everything can change right now.
Learning to hear this supreme secret is no more difficult than
choosing whether to swim against a current or to let it carry you
safely to the shore. Let it speak its wisdom to that secret part of you
that can not only hear what it is saying but that is, in reality, its very
voice. Listen to it now. It is saying, "Want What Life Wants." Locked
within these four simple words is the secret of an uncompromising
power for effortless living; a new kind of power that never fails to
place you on the winning side of any situation. Why? Because when
you want what Life wants, your wish is for Life itself.
Here are two lists that will not only make these life-healing ideas
more personal for you, but they will help you to help yourself make a
higher choice when it comes to what you really want from life.
Let's look at what happens When You Want What You Want:
1. You are often nervous and anxious because life may not
cooperate with your plans.
2. You are willing to sacrifice whatever it takes to get what you want,
and this may include your integrity.
3. You are usually scheming in some way to win your next victory.
4. You are either in a battle or recovering from one.
5. You are unable to rest quietly when you need to.
6. You are easily angered when someone or something gets in your
way.

7. You are forever driven to want something else.
8. You are against anyone else who also wants what you want.
9. You are certain that what you have is who you are.
10. You are always trying to convince yourself that you got what you
want.
Now carefully consider the following When You Want What Life Wants:
1. You are never disappointed with what happens.
2. You are always in the right place at the right time.
3. You are quietly confident no matter what the circumstances.
4. You are out of the reach of anger and anxiety.
5. You are awake and sensitive to your surroundings.
6. You are free of ever feeling as though you've missed out.
7. You are never thrown for a loss.
8. You are in total command of events.
9. You are mentally quiet.
10. You are eternally grateful.
Always remember the following. If any want is the source of anxiety or
sorrow, that want is yours and not Life's. Never accept the presence of
any mental or emotional suffering as necessary, no matter how much
importance these impostors lend to a particularly pressing want. By
refusing their dark presence, you make space for the present moment to
give you its indefinable presence. This is where the Life that you want -and that wants you -- is waiting.
Some might ask, “But what will happen to me if I give up my demands?
Won't I lose control of my life?"
You cannot lose control of something you never had control over in the
first place. No human being controls life —his, hers, or anyone else's. If it
weren't for higher cosmic energies coming down, filling and animating
your body right now, you couldn't be holding this magazine in your hands
or reading its words. If you want to measure the level of an individual's
stress, measure his insistence that life does as he wants. The only thing
you will lose by learning to want what life wants is your fear of not being
in control—which was never real control in the first place.
Here is the most important point of all. No human being needs control
over life because, in reality, no one is apart from it. Who you really are,
your True Nature, is not separate from life.

Let Life bring you itself. Welcome it. At each instant, it is new, full—
untouched and undiminished by any moment before it. To enter into this
full relationship with Life is to give yourself to your Self. Fulfilling the true
purpose of Life is fulfilling your self. ###
(Excerpted from The Secret of Letting Go by Guy Finley, 2007 revised
edition, Llewellyn Publications.

Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly

Risk catching myself in the act.
Life is real only when I am.
Guy Finley
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Guy Finley is the best-selling author of The Secret of Letting Go, The
Essential Laws of Fearless Living, and 35 other works that have sold
over a million copies in 18 languages worldwide. His work has been
featured on hundreds of radio and TV networks including NBC, CBS,
ABC, CNN, NPR, and PBS. Guy has spent the last 30 years showing
individuals the authentic path to a higher life filled with happiness,
success, and true love. Finley lives and teaches in Merlin, Oregon
where he is Director of non-profit Life of Learning Foundation.
Visit the website
"Be kind to yourself. Begin to love and
approve of yourself."
Louise Hay

A COURSE IN
MIRACLES
WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS
These weekly lessons are brought to Cultivate Life! members
by special arrangement with
FOUNDATION FOR INNER PEACE
Each week Cultivate Life! is presenting A Course In Miracles Workbook Lessons and accompanying commentary.
Lesson 14
God did not create a meaningless world.
The idea for today is, of course, the reason why a meaningless world is
impossible. What God did not create does not exist. And everything that
does exist exists as He created it. The world you see has nothing to do
with reality. It is of your own making, and it does not exist.
The exercises for today are to be practiced with eyes closed throughout.
The mind-searching period should be short, a minute at most. Do not
have more than three practice periods with today's idea unless you find
them comfortable. If you do, it will be because you really understand
what they are for.
The idea for today is another step in learning to let go the thoughts that
you have written on the world, and see the Word of God in their place.
The early steps in this exchange, which can truly be called salvation, can
be quite difficult and even quite painful. Some of them will lead you
directly into fear. You will not be left there. You will go far beyond it. Our
direction is toward perfect safety and perfect peace.
With eyes closed, think of all the horrors in the world that cross your
mind. Name each one as it occurs to you, and then deny its reality. God
did not create it, and so it is not real. Say, for example:

God did not create that war, and so it is not real.
God did not create that airplane crash, and so it is not real.
God did not create that disaster [specify], and so it is not real.
Suitable subjects for the application of today's idea also include anything
you are afraid might happen to you, or to anyone about whom you are
concerned. In each case, name the "disaster" quite specifically. Do not
use general terms. For example, do not say, "God did not create illness,"
but, "God did not create cancer," or heart attacks, or whatever may
arouse fear in you.
This is your personal repertory of horrors at which you are looking.
These things are part of the world you see. Some of them are shared
illusions, and others are part of your personal hell. It does not matter.
What God did not create can only be in your own mind apart from His.
Therefore, it has no meaning. In recognition of this fact, conclude the
practice periods by repeating today's idea:
God did not create a meaningless world.
The idea for today can, of course, be applied to anything that disturbs
you during the day, aside from the practice periods. Be very specific in
applying it. Say:
God did not create a meaningless world. He did not create [specify the
situation which is disturbing you], and so it is not real. ###

A Course in Miracles
Lesson commentary by

ALLEN WATSON
Circle of Atonement
Lesson 14 Commentary
Today's idea should come as a welcome relief after four days of being
told our thoughts are meaningless and are showing us a meaningless
world that is upsetting and frightening. The meaningless world we are
seeing was not created by God, and "what God did not create does not
exist".
In the book Awaken from the Dream1 by Gloria and Kenneth Wapnick,
Gloria wrote about how this idea first attracted her to the Course:
Hearing firsthand about the devastating effects World War II had on
people personally, I concluded that if this world were the best that God
could create, I wanted nothing more to do with Him...
As I read Jesus' words explain that God did not create the world, it was
as if "lightning bolts" crashed through my head. "Why hadn't I thought of
that?" I kept thinking to myself. "It is so simple; that is the answer."
Finally, after twenty-three years the puzzle in my mind was solved. The
Course had supplied the missing piece, and I no longer had to blame
God for a world He did not create.
To some, the message that God did not create the meaningless world we
see comes as salvation; to others, it may be "quite difficult and even
quite painful". For recognizing that He did not create it entails a corollary
truth: we made it up. We are responsible for the world we see. That can
lead us "directly into fear". The Course faces up to this in many different
places through all three volumes. The message it is giving to us,
especially in the "early steps", can be difficult, painful, and fearful.
Many people wonder if something is wrong because they have strong
negative reactions to this line of thought in the Course. The answer is,

not at all. Perhaps it is those among us who do not have any negative
reactions who should be wondering if they are apprehending the
Course's message correctly and realizing its implications. A negative
reaction is far more common than a positive one: that I can say with
confidence.
Be glad, however, that the lesson goes on to say:
You will not be left there [in fear]. You will go far beyond it. Our direction
is toward perfect safety and perfect peace.
The Course calls our path a journey "through fear to love". The early
distress is avoided by very few indeed, but the direction of the journey is
towards a warmth and breadth of love that can barely be imagined as we
start out.
One word of caution about the particular form of practice today. Notice
carefully that the lesson is asking you to say these thoughts to yourself
about "your personal repertory of horrors". It is not advocating telling
another person who is going through some tragedy that it isn't real; for
instance, "Cheer up! God didn't create the death of your husband, so it
isn't real." In most cases that is not a loving message but an attack,
placing you in a "superior" spiritual position to the other person. The
lesson is talking about giving this message to yourself.
Note also the mention here about our illusions, that "some of them are
shared illusions, and others are part of your personal hell". Things such
as famine and AIDS fall in the "shared illusion" category. There is clear
support here for the idea that the illusion of the world is a shared
responsibility, not just your personal creation, or
mine.
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Going Within

— part one

Lawrence Gardner wrote a fascinating book called “The Grail Enigma,
the hidden heirs of Jesus and Mary Magdalene”. This book gives a 500
year record of documented accounts that reveal the hidden descent from
Jesus. Why this book is important is because it gives an interesting
picture of the start of Christianity and how it developed and evolved to
what we accept today as being the true teachings of Jesus.
According to Gardiner, “Christianity became the established religion of
Rome from the fourth century onwards, when the Catholic Church was
inaugurated. From the time that the original apostles and disciples began
their missions beyond their homeland of Judea, Christianity evolved in
distinctly separate ways in different countries. These countries were as
widely spread geographically as Syria, Asia Minor, North Africa, Greece,
Britain, France and, of course, Rome.
“There were appointed leaders of the mission in each country, but the
overall effort was not especially well coordinated, and when the leaders
did come together they were not always in agreement about every
aspect of their religion. This occurred because different documents of

record were produced, or favored, in each region, and the various belief
structures were focused on different points of emphasis.
“For instance, some perceived Jesus as the son of God; others felt he
was an earthly Messiah, and many thought he was an intuitive profit.
Some factions upheld the notion of the virgin birth whilst others denied it
absolutely, and there were constant disagreements concerning the
extent to which the Judaism of Jesus should influence Christianity.”
This story is too long to describe how and why the early Christians were
persecuted but Gardiner states that the Christians were a threat to the
peace of the Roman state. They would not worship the Roman gods and
accept the Roman leader as a God incarnate.
“It wasn't until A.D. 313 that Emperor Constantine proclaimed Christianity
as the new state religion of Rome. Later, in A.D. 397, the selected books
of the New Testament canon were confirmed by the bishops of the
emergent church, which had assumed the name Catholic, meaning
universal. The timespan between the crucifixion of Jesus and the final
selection of the canonical text was 364 years.

Only a few documents considered appropriate and authentic
“During the early centuries of Christianity, countless literary works were
produced to promote and uphold the faith but, in the final event, only 27
documents were approved by the Catholic bishops, and even they were
subject to editing and amendment before being considered wholly
suitable.

Early Christians believed in reincarnation
A prominent theologian named Origen wrote around 250 A.D. about the
pre-existence of the soul. He taught that the soul’s very source was God
and that the soul was traveling back to oneness with God via the lessons
learned in multiple lives. He taught that Christ came to show us what we
can become.

“These now familiar works serve to project a divine and elusive image of
Jesus as required by the new Church of Rome, but in contriving this, the
bishops managed to subvert and override many of the beliefs of the
original Christians.

Reincarnation expunged and declared a heresy
In the sixth century A.D., Emperor Justinian and Pope Vigilius disagreed
on whether or not the teachings of Origen should be condemned as
heresy. The pope supported the teaching as being consistent with the
teachings of Jesus the Messiah. The Emperor was determined to
eradicate the belief even though the Pope and the Church believed in
reincarnation.

“Fortunately, the text of numerous Christian documents produced
between the time of Jesus and the days of Constantine are still
accessible. This makes it possible to determine what Christianity once
was, as against what it became. The official ecclesiastical view is that the
majority of these documents cannot be considered authentic because
they were not approved by the Council in A.D. 397. The fact that the
early Christians considered their documents appropriate to their belief
was discounted on the basis that the original religion of Jesus was not
itself authentic since Jesus was a Nazarene Jew and did not follow the
rule of Rome.
“Constantine pointed out to the Christians that it was he who had
secured their freedom within the empire, and that it was he, not Jesus,
who should henceforth be regarded as the true Savior of the faith.
Christians of the original schools were therefore faced with a choice of
being free or being persecuted. As a result, their long-standing ideals
were mostly forsaken, handed over on a plate to be devoured by Jesus’
Roman adversaries. Christianity was no longer a way of life based on the
teachings of Jesus; it had become an institutionalized religion governed
by the doctrines of the church.”
I suspect that many Christians would disagree with Gardiner's
statements, however if one studies the known evolution of the origins of
Christian dogma, you might be aware of how Constantine set up the
Council, then decided what documents would be accepted as true and
what documents would be considered false. There was a large segment
of Gnostic beliefs that was judged as being false, and there was great
contention during this process of deciding what would be put into the
church’s cannon.

Emperor Justinian wanted Origen‘s writings and teachings to be
condemned and destroyed but Pope Vigilius refused to sign a papal
decree condemning Origen’s teaching reincarnation. As a result of his
disobedience, the Emperor had the Pope arrested and put into jail. In
543, Justinian convoked the Fifth General Counsel of the church, and
told the Pope he would sign into doctrine whatever the Council decided.
On the way there, under guard, the Pope escaped to avoid being forced
to condemn Origen’s writings. The Emperor commanded the Council to
continue despite the Pope's refusal to attend.
Information found outside of accepted beliefs is important and
helpful
I am visiting past history to make a suggestion to be open to the
possibility that reincarnation might exist. Going within and exploring this
possibility brings forth memories of other lifetimes. This simple review of
past lifetimes brings forth the understanding of your journey from the
moment that your soul was created until the present moment of your
existence.
I have remembered many of my past lifetimes and have found that this
has been a great gift to my understanding of myself, my journey as a
soul, and the ability to move within and search a landscape that allows
me to explore aspects of truth that cannot be found outside of myself.

Understanding where I have been and what has happened to me in the
past has helped me to understand how I formed attitudes about living
life. This review has enabled me to correct those attitudes that do not
serve me any longer.
The beginning of the journey
In the search of going within, I believe I have found my path through
personal memories. By starting out
Carolyn Evers is a messenger and accepting the possibility of
for the spiritual hierarchy. She reincarnation, it gave me a freedom
has written six books and a to explore a landscape rich in
course, Journey To The Other experiences. Actually, I would not
Side. Carolyn believes that there have found my truth if I slavishly
i s a c o n n e c t i o n b e t w e e n accepted what my church allowed
spirituality and science, and she me to believe through their dogmas.
endeavors to incorporate
scientific research along with T h i s r e p r e s e n t s t h e s t r u g g l e
what she receives from spirit. For between Gnostic thought and an
an introduction to Carolyn and organization that believed they were
her journey to becoming an the only ones who could interpret
extraordinary voice for the my relationship with my Creator.
Masters on the other side of the And so I ask, who is ultimately
veil that isolates humanity, responsible for my relationship with
download her free eBook "For my Creator, myself or someone
the Sake of Love." Her work can else?
be found at CarolynEvers.com Part of this journey has allowed me
and you can email Carolyn here. to see the creation of my soul. I
She has two radio shows with have an overview of what I have
BBS Radio, The Message and done in the past and what I am
The Messenger. Call in for being called to do in the future. This
healings and readings from the enables me to understand why I am
Akashic Records USA Toll Free here in this moment and what is
1-877-876-5227, Canada Toll required of me in the present. This
F r e e 1 - 8 8 8 - 8 1 5 - 9 7 5 6 . D r. brings forth a joy and happiness of
Richard Presser works closely living in the certitude of what I had
with Carolyn and is the author of promised to do in this lifetime and
The Coming Golden Age and know I am on that path.
How to Prepare for it.

So you see, for me it is not a case of whether every word that is in a
document such as the Bible is correct and accurate in its interpretation,
but rather I have the freedom of understanding my connection to the One
who created me and to understand the reason why I am here as this
individual in this place on the planet.
Going within as Jeshua taught, and understanding the workings of
reincarnation are two tools that have been lost or shut down, because of
a belief that using them would short-circuit the power of the church.
Next month we will explore some thoughts as to some of the
meanings of Going Within, and how the Gnostics, Essenes and
others might have practiced this.
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Dr. Alan Zimmerman
How to Create an

Engaging Workforce
According to the Gallup
organization, only 29% of
the American workforce
is fully "engaged" in
their work. The other
71% have chosen to
" q u i t a n d s t a y. "
Basically, they've retired
but they haven't told the
Personnel Department yet. And is that a problem worth
addressing? You bet it is!
Think of it this way. If you ran a small business with 20 employees who
were paid $50,000 each, your annual payroll would equal $1,000,000.
And if 71% of your employees were not delivering a full hour's work for a
full hour's pay, you would be squandering $710,000 each and every year.
That being the case, it would be almost impossible to stay profitable or
stay in business. It would be as crazy as refusing to serve 71% of your
customers each day or refusing to operate 71% of your machines each
day. It would be a recipe for disaster.
So take a look around to see if your team mates are engaged or
disengaged. And there's an easy way to tell the difference.

Engaged team mates focus on results. And if they don't get the results
they want, they keep on fine tuning their performance until they achieve
their desired results. They never make excuses. They never blame other
people or outside circumstances for their difficulties.
By contrast, disengaged team mates focus on excuses. They've always
got a reason as to why a job didn't get done or a job didn't work out.
They're like the people Charles Schultz talked about in one of his
cartoons. He said, "Life is like a 10-speed bicycle. Most of us have gears
we have never even used." Disengaged people ... quite simply ... aren't
using all their gears.
There is good news, however. According to organizational consultant
Betsy Allen, there is hope. There are four ways leaders can build an
engaged and motivated team. I'll outline Allen's four points and add my
commentary.
1. Connect
The greater the connection between the team member and the boss, the
greater the engagement. Their relationship is key.
That means, as a leader, you've got to take time to listen to your
coworkers. You've got to listen to what's on their minds and what's in
their hearts. You've got to make yourself available for that kind of

dialogue if you ever expect to build a climate of trust that builds a climate
of engagement.
One way to do that is to ask "Brave Questions" and listen. That's what
Casey Cropp from Fort Collins, Colorado did. He wrote, "I am a high
school band director and have been using your 'BRAVE QUESTIONS'
book to interact with my classes. All I can say is 'Thanks.' You've given
me the tool I've been looking for in 26 years of teaching, a tool that helps
me approach my students in new and more effective ways."
"Let me give you one example," Casey writes. "This past fall I was
directing the orchestra for our school musical. One afternoon I had the
opportunity to spend some time with the orchestra members, getting to
know each other using several of your questions. We spent about an
hour and a half sharing and bonding as a group, learning details about
each other. I was given information about individuals that helped me to
understand their needs and allowed me to work closer with them in the
preparation of their music. Our trust level of each other went way up, and
we became a team. The performances in October were astounding and I
could not have been prouder of their growth through this time together."
So yes, ask more "Brave Questions," but make sure you listen to their
answers. Just remember, leaders "take time" to listen. Managers
"request your time" to have you listen to them.
In addition to asking "Brave Questions" and listening, confine your
communication ... as much as possible ... to the face-to-face variety ... or
least the kind variety. Be very careful of talking about someone who is
not present. As William 'Biddy" Allen, a bus driver and the loving father of
7 children, often said, "When you speak of someone or about someone,
you should speak as though they were in the room with you. The ears
that you speak to today are attached to the mouth that could relay the
message tomorrow."
To get your copy of the "Brave Questions," book, go to http://
srv.ezinedirector.net/?n=3629538&s=58929332
A second way to "engage" your team mates is to give them ...
2. Challenge
In other words, people are seldom fired up and fully engaged when they
keep on doing the same old same old. So it's your job to give your

people the attitudes to embrace change and the skills to tackle new
challenges. Give them new projects and give them training that ensures
their success on those new projects. Let them shadow other employees
so they learn how other positions or jobs are completed.
Indeed, our greatest progress has always come from engaged people
who embraced challenge. As marketing consultant Harry Beckwith points
out, "Our greatest blessings come from people who refused to be
complacent, whether it was Beethoven or the Beatles."
He's right. As the 20th century educator and diplomat James Bryant
Conant noted, "Behold the turtle: He only makes progress when he
sticks his neck out." Or as author Frederick Wilson said so well,
"Progress always involves risks. You can't steal second base and keep
your foot on first."
If you're trying to engage your workforce more fully and more actively,
you've got to give them some challenges that are worthy of sticking their
necks out for. You've got to motivate them to get their foot off first base ...
or the way we've always done it."
Of course that's not easy. That's why author David H. Free noted, "When
people get very good at doing things a certain way, they become
surprisingly inept at learning new skills when changing conditions
demand it." And that's why I teach a course on "Mastering Change:
Leaving Your Comfort Zone, Taking Risks, And Getting Results." (For a
description of the program, go to http://srv.ezinedirector.net/?
n=3629539&s=58929332 )
With that second element in place, to build an engaged workforce, you
must...
3. Communicate
Make sure the organization's vision and goals are so clear that anyone
and everyone in the organization could speak them back to you. And
make sure everyone at every level knows how his/her job is linked to the
overall goals of the organization. Without that, it's almost impossible to
fully engage your coworkers.
One way to do that is to communicate, communicate, and communicate
that information in a variety of ways over a long period of time. Anything

less allows the grapevine to take over, and the rumor mill almost always
kills off engagement.
Another way to do that is conduct regular performance reviews. In
today's fast-paced and highly competitive business environment, owners
and managers frequently don't take the time to let their employees know
how they're doing.
You must remember, it's only natural that your team mates want to know
where they stand with you or the boss. Of course, they all would prefer a
positive performance review, but even a negative performance review
does a better job of maintaining employee morale than no review at all.
When employees have to guess where they stand, they usually imagine
the worst things or the wrong things.
It's kind of like the man who spoke frantically into the phone. He cried,
"My wife is pregnant, and her contractions are only two minutes apart."
The doctor asked, "Is this her first child?" "No," the man shouted, "this is
her husband!"
Without a quantity of communication and a quality of communication,
engagement will not happen. That was illustrated by the Wall Street
broker who went duck hunting in rural Vermont. He shot and dropped a
bird, but it fell into a farmer's field on the other side of a fence. As the
broker climbed over the fence, an elderly farmer drove up on his tractor
and asked him what he was doing."
The Wall Street broker, "I shot a duck and it fell in this field, and now I'm
going to retrieve it." The old farmer replied, "This is my property, and you
are not coming over here."
"The indignant broker said, "I know some of the best trial attorneys in the
United States, and if you don't let me get that duck, I'll sue you and take
everything you own."
The old farmer smiled and said, "Apparently, you don't know how we
settle disputes in Vermont. We settle small disagreements like this with
the 'Three Kick Rule." The broker asked, "What is the 'Three Kick Rule?'"
The farmer replied, "Well, because the dispute occurs on my land, first I
kick you three times and then you kick me three times, and so on back
and forth until someone gives up."
The broker quickly thought about the proposed contest and decided that
he could easily take the old codger. He agreed to abide by the local

custom. The old farmer slowly climbed
down from the tractor and walked up to
the broker. His first kick planted the toe of
his heavy steel-toed work boot into the
broker's groin and dropped him to his
knees. His second kick to the midriff sent
the broker's last meal gushing from his
mouth. The broker was on all fours when
the farmer's third kick to his rear end sent
him face-first into a fresh cow pie.
The Wall Street broker summoned every
bit of his will and managed to get to his
feet ... Wiping his face with the arm of his
jacket. He said, "Okay, you old codger.
Now it's my turn."
[I love this part...] The old farmer smiled
and said, "Naw, I give up. You can have
the duck."

As a best-selling author
and Hall of Fame
professional speaker, Dr.
Alan Zimmerman has
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million people in 48 states
and 22 countries how to
keep a positive attitude on
and off the job. In his book,
PIVOT: How One Turn In
Attitude Can Lead To
Success, Dr. Zimmerman
outlines the exact steps
you must take to get the
results you want in any
situation. Go to Alan's site
for a Free Sneak Preview

And finally, if good communication is the norm in your workplace, you've
got to...
4. Celebrate
One of the time-tested motivators of people is appreciation. People want
to be seen, heard, and recognized ... no matter how much they may
feign indifference to such tactics.
In fact, I know many people who have changed jobs ... actually taking a
lower paying job ... so they could work in a place where they are
appreciated and their accomplishments are celebrated. Studies even
show that people who love their jobs, as well as husbands and wives
who are happily married, feel appreciated for what they do and who they
are.
So I encourage you to take every opportunity to reward and recognize
your employees. And low-budget, informal recognition is just as
important as larger, formal reward programs.
PS: You can't afford to skip this fourth element. When employees feel
unrecognized or under celebrated, they disengage. They tend to act out,

explode in anger, take credit where it isn't due, or misrepresent
something in hopes of getting the appreciation they crave.
In today's extremely difficult business environment, you CANNOT afford
to have any disengaged employees ... let alone 71% of your workforce.
Engaged employees are the secret to productivity and profitability. As
Atlanta-based talk-show host Clark Howard wrote in one of his
newsletters, the higher your employee morale, the higher your company
profitability.
Action: List three things you can do to increase the quantity and quality
of communication in your company this week. ###

Increase Your Confidence
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160 Personal Growth Books
Peter Shepherd (founder of Trans4mind) and
Greg Willson (founder of No Limits for Me), the
co-editors of Cultivate Life! Magazine have
created a list of 160 books which have been
most influential in transforming the
understanding and awareness of each. Having
read many informative books to distill the list
down to 160 it was necessary to omit many
excellent works contained in our personal
libraries... but this selection includes the "Desert
Island" books we really wouldn't want to be
without.
So it's a personal selection, but we feel that if
you choose to read these books your personal
growth will be on a firm foundation, and you can
look forward to many tremendous insights and
boundless vistas opening up before you.

See the entire list here

Three Days More
Suiwo, the disciple of Hakuin, was a good teacher. During one summer
seclusion period, a pupil came to him from a southern island of Japan.
Suiwo gave him the problem: "Hear the sound of one hand."
The pupil remained three years but could not pass the test. One night
he came in tears to Suiwo. "I must return south in shame and
embarrassment," he said, "for I cannot solve my problem."
"Wait one week more and meditate constantly," advised Suiwo. Still no
enlightenment came to the pupil. "Try for another week," said Suiwo.
The pupil obeyed, but in vain.
"Still another week." Yet this was of no avail. In despair the student
begged to be released, but Suiwo requested another meditation of five
days. They were without result. Then he said: "Meditate for three days
longer, then if you fail to attain enlightenment, you had better kill
yourself."
On the second day the pupil was enlightened.
from Zen Flesh, Zen Bones

a word to the wise...
I couldn't wait for success, so I went ahead without it.

— Jonathan Winters

Steve’s Blog

Steve Wickham
Enjoying that ‘Good Time’
Again and again
Afterwards

WE'RE ALL TRAPPED BY OUR SORROW: the good time done and
dusted; over until the next time around. Yet, it needn't end like this, ever.
We can re-live the dynamic joy of that fabulous day in the past as much
as we want--allowing ourselves the space to reflect and enjoy the reliving of those joyous emotions.
We don't need to be sad, forlorn and depressed just because our holiday
or weekend--that series of wonderful events--is over.
All it takes to truly "re-enjoy" those things we've previously enjoyed is the
time and imagination to cast our minds back to that time. A lovely coffee
and a relaxed mind overlooking the gently surreal, rolling waters of an
estuary; a casual drive in the country with a loved one; a stroll down
memory lane--all of these are enriched afresh when we take the time to
enjoy them again.
We hardly ever use the mind's power in these ways and that of itself is a
gross sin.
What are we to do when that fantabulous day is over? The very next day,
we could take the opportunity to schedule some down-time to simply
'gaze back' and redeem the time... the beauty is this can be done again
and again and again. There is no limit to feeling the enjoyment at a
sensual level of the perception.
This is indeed a spiritual activity--it's certainly the direct opposite of a
materialistic activity i.e. 'retail therapy.' This is 're-live therapy.'

Another way to engage the mind in this sort of activity is to journal about
that gorgeous time--it doesn't even need to be journalled about at the
time. Cast your mind back and whatever your memory recalls is your
record of the events--no rights or wrongs--what "is," is. ###
Steve Wickham is a Registered Safety Practitioner (BSc, FSIA,
RSP[Australia]) and a qualified, unordained Christian minister
(GradDipBib&Min). His blogs are at: http://epitemnein-epitomic.blogspot.com/
and http://inspiringbetterlife.blogspot.com/ and http://tribework.blogspot.com/.
He ministers via Twitter and Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/
steve.j.wickham. Steve welcomes likeminded friends.
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Giving Up
the Need to
Be Right
I can just imagine your annoyance as you ask: Did you say giving up the
need to be right? So, in other words, you’re saying that when I am right, I
should not insist on being right? I should not bother making sure the
other person knows exactly how right I am? Or I should forget about
proving my point when we don’t see eye to eye?
What Happens When You Give Up the Need to Be Right?
Here’s the deal: when you give up the need to be right, many things
change:


It’s impossible to argue with you



You can keep your cool no matter what



Others come to realize that you know that your opinion is not
more important than theirs. That goes a long way to improving
communication



Your ego is no longer invested in proving anything to the other
person



You feel great no matter what the other person decides to believe



You don’t need to convince anyone of anything



You can keep your belief about whatever it is you are right about,
but you don’t need to be bothered about proving it to the other
person



No more power struggles



You give up the need to control others’ behavior, thoughts, actions
and reactions



In a nutshell, your life becomes a lot easier – just like that!

Obviously I’m not talking about things that are easily checked, such as
the capital of a country, or the metric equivalent of one yard. I’m talking
about opinions, ideas, ideologies, religions, philosophies, ways of living
one’s life, in other words, all those ephemeral, evanescent things that
populate our lives, our thinking and feeling, and yet that have no true
right or wrong.
So what’s the point of it?
Being Right & Letting Love Be the Final Determinant
Imagine you are the parent of a teenager who is pushing your buttons.
Clearly, you have to show your child how wrong he/she is and how right
you are; clearly you have to show your child – if necessary by anger –
that he/she must change because they are wrong and you are right … or
do you? What would happen if you let go of the need to be right, and you
kept your eye instead on the love between the two of you? Keeping your
eyes on the love instead of on the need to be right will promote the
health of the relationship much more than proving you are right would,
but much more than that, by keeping your eye on the love (even if it’s the
partially buried love, or the forgotten love, or hidden love), you will be
showing your child so many things:


That love is more important than being right



That when love is given priority, other things become less
important



If you show your child at each and every step of the way that you
will choose love before the need to prove how right you are, your
relationship will improve



At the beginning of such a process, you might say to your teen: I
know you think what you are saying is right, and I know that
normally I react like this (whatever ‘this’ is), but I’ve decided that I
love you too much to continue doing this, and so I just want you to
know that I love you, and that I am determined not to fight with
you anymore. Our relationship is too important to me. Such words
will not cure your relationship like magic, but it will certainly begin
the process of change.



What is also of supreme importance here is that you begin to look
at your relationship with your child (even an adult child) as an
indicator about you, rather than an indicator about him or her. So
instead of thinking it’s all their fault, and if only they would change,
all would be well, think instead, what can I do to change my way
of dealing with this situation? Ask yourself how you can look at the
difficulty from the point of view of your attitude in each problematic
situation. So I am not saying that your child should be allowed to
be rude, take drugs, or attempt to take over the household with
his whims, but I am saying that when any of the things happen
that tend to happen, and that make life so miserable, you could
stand back, assess the situation instead of reacting to your
buttons having been pushed, and begin to choose how to react,
from a position of love and compassion, and from a place where
you have decided in advance that you will not fight over who is
right or wrong, but that you will do your utmost to promote
understanding, trust, and love.

And if you’re the teen, battling with a parent over who is right, take the
same message to heart … if your parent is not reacting as I have
indicated above (and you can imagine that most do not react that way,
because they never learned about this – they might never even have
learned about the idea of standing back and looking at the self), then you
can be the one to do so, if you are willing to give up the need to be right.
And if you are willing to let love be more important than proving you are
right…
On another note, we might imagine you are the husband or wife, or life
partner embroiled in a bitter battle with your partner about some issue or
many issues. Apply the same principles as indicated above.

And in all instances, please do
remember that healthy boundaries
are important, and that putting love
first never means you should let
anyone walk all over you, or
mistreat you, and to refresh your
memory, you may wish to read Do
Your Relationship Boundaries
Contribute to Your Well-Being?
You Can Still Be Right!
However, giving up the need to be
right does not mean - by any
stretch of the imagination - that
you have to accept what the other
person takes to be right as yours.
In other words, just because you
are ok with not proving to others
that you are right, or with not
bending them to your will, you
continue to know that you are
right. And you allow others to
continue in their own belief. And
whatever is right for you, is
something that you adhere to. So I
am not advocating that you go
over to another’s belief.
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Let’s take another example: you
vote Democrat and the other party
votes Republican (or whatever
opposing parties your country has). If you decide you need to convince
the other person of how wrong they are and how right you are, you will
probably never see eye to eye and you may even need to end the
relationship. If, however, you can allow them their belief in the rightness
of their convictions and how they vote, and you maintain your own belief,
all can be well. But let’s say you decide on that path and the other
person wants to prove to you how wrong you are … do you understand

how impossible it will be for them to argue with you if you refuse to
engage?
Ask yourself this: exactly why is it so important to convince the other
person that you are right? What will change? Because you do realize
that if they feel just as you do, and believe that it is crucial to convince
you of how right they are, you are at an impossible impasse, unless one
of you is stronger than the other. If you are the parent, or the boss, or the
one with the money, or the one who manipulates better, or the one who
needs the other one less emotionally then of course you will probably
win.
But here’s what will happen next: you will have a lot of resentment on
your hands which will, eventually, explode. That’s how revolutions and
coup d’états come about, not to mention acrimonious divorces and bad
relationships between parents and children. Resentment from having to
give in to a stronger party can be poisonous.
What can you do if you are married to someone who wants to do things
a given way and you do not? Do you get divorced? Do you give in? Or
do you find a win-win solution where each party may need to give up part
of what they believed in, in exchange for a solution that works for both?
This is only possible if both parties are willing to give up the need to be
right about their way of doing it, and agree that there could be a third
way, one that gives each of the partners a degree of satisfaction. And by
the way, this is never ‘not’ possible.
Here’s another thing: once you give up the need to be right, you start
listening to what others have to say … really listening, instead of
impatiently waiting for them to stop talking, so that you can have your
turn (to talk about all the things you are thinking about while they are
talking). And not only do you start listening, you start to become
interested in what they are saying even if you don’t think it’s right,
because by giving up the need to be right, you begin to see others in a
new light, a light of generosity, non-judgment and non-criticism. That
space, where you can accept them as they are as opposed to wanting
them to be your way, is a sacred space because it’s one of the steps that
leads you towards the understanding that we are all one and therein lies
another kind of freedom, not only on the individual level, but also on the
global one. ###

Eastern Wisdom

by Richard A. Singer Jr.

“Those who delight in TRUTH sleep peacefully
with clear minds.”
—Buddha

Meditation
Only when we are in direct alignment with the Way of the Universe is
it possible to feel genuine peace and tranquility. Your soul only
knows Truth, thus when you permit your ego to compromise the
integrity of your soul there will be discord felt within your entire
being. Human beings have this incredible but ruinous ability to
rationalize and fool themselves using their intellect, however the
spirit can never be deceived because it only knows the Truth.

Real Life Application
Within you dwells the Ultimate Truth of the Universe. It lives in
your heart and soul, however your ego constantly attempts to
overshadow this force and delude your beliefs. Search deep within
your being and identify and bask in the beauty and illumnosity of the
Truth rather than binding yourself to the chains of the ego. What lies
does your ego attempt to disguise as the Truth in your life? The
sooner you assess and realize the fallacy of these beliefs you will
become free from the gloomy prison of the ego.
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Charles F. Haanel

The Master Key System
Part Nine
The Master Key System teaches the laws at the very foundation of all attainment and success. Whatever you desire, The Master Key System will
teach you how to bring it into your life.
Cultivate Life! magazine is presenting the full twenty-four part course material on a fortnightly basis. In this way you will have time to work through
the text and exercises as they were originally designed to be studied by the author, Charles F. Haanel.
In this Part you may learn to fashion the tools by which you may build for
yourself any condition you desire. If you wish to change conditions you
must change yourself. Your whims, your wishes, your fancies, your
ambitions may be thwarted at every step, but your inmost thoughts will
find expression just as certainly as the plant springs from the seed.

axiomatic that "two things cannot exist in the same place at the same
time."

Suppose, then, we desire to change conditions, how are we to bring this
about? The reply is simple: By the law of growth. Cause and effect are
as absolute and undeviating in the hidden realm of thought as in the
world of material things.

The easiest and most natural way to do this is to select an affirmation
which seems to fit your particular case.

Hold in mind the condition desired; affirm it as an already existing fact.
This indicates the value of a powerful affirmation. By constant repetition
it becomes a part of ourselves. We are actually changing ourselves; are
making ourselves what we want to be.
Character is not a thing of chance, but it is the result of continued effort.
If you are timid, vacillating, self-conscious, or if you are over-anxious or
harassed by thoughts of fear or impending danger, remember that is

Exactly the same thing is true in the mental and spiritual world; so that
your remedy is plainly to substitute thoughts of courage, power, selfreliance and confidence, for those of fear, lack and limitation.

The positive thought will destroy the negative as certainly as light
destroys darkness, and the results will be just as effectual.
Act is the blossom of thought, and conditions are the result of action, so
that you constantly have in your possession the tools by which you will
certainly and inevitably make or unmake yourself, and joy or suffering
will be the reward.

Part Nine

PART NINE
1. There are only three things which can possibly be desired in the
"world without" and each of them can be found in the "world within." The
secret of finding them is simply to apply the proper "mechanism" of
attachment to the omnipotent power to which each individual has
access.
2. The three things which all mankind desires and which are necessary
for his highest expression and complete development are Health, Wealth
and Love. All will admit that Health is absolutely essential; no one can be
happy if the physical body is in pain. All will not so readily admit that
Wealth is necessary, but all must admit that a sufficient supply at least is
necessary, and what would be considered sufficient for one, would be
considered absolute and painful lack for another; and as Nature provides
not only enough but abundantly, wastefully, lavishly, we realize that any
lack or limitation is only the limitation which has been made by an
artificial method of distribution.
3. All will probably admit that Love is the third, or maybe some will say
the first essential necessary to the happiness of mankind; at any rate,
those who possess all three, Health, Wealth, and Love, find nothing else
which can be added to their cup of happiness.
4. We have found that the Universal substance is "All Health," "All
Substance" and "All Love" and that the mechanism of attachment
whereby we can consciously connect with this Infinite supply is in our
method of thinking. To think correctly is therefore to enter into the "Secret
Place of the Most High."
5. What shall we think? If we know this we shall have found the proper
mechanism of attachment which will relate us to "Whatsoever things we
desire." This mechanism may seem very simple when I give it to you, but
read on; you will find that it is in reality the "Master Key," the "Aladdin's
lamp," if you please; you will find that it is the foundation, the imperative
condition, the absolute law of well-doing, which means, well-being.
6. To think correctly, accurately, we must know the "Truth." The truth then
is the underlying principle in every business or social relation. It is a
condition precedent to every right action. To know the truth, to be sure, to
be confident, affords a satisfaction beside which no other is at all
comparable; it is the only solid ground in a world of doubt, conflict and
danger.

7. To know the Truth is to be in harmony with the Infinite and Omnipotent
power. To know the truth is, therefore, to connect yourself with a power
which is irresistible and which will sweep away every kind of discord,
inharmony, doubt or error of any kind, because the "Truth is mighty and
will prevail."
8. The humblest intellect can readily foretell the result of any action when
he knows that it is based on truth, but the mightiest intellect, the most
profound and penetrating mind loses its way hopelessly and can form no
conception of the results which may ensue when his hopes are based on
a premise which he knows to be false.
9. Every action which is not in harmony with Truth, whether through
ignorance or design, will result in discord, and eventual loss in proportion
to its extent and character.
10. How then are we to know the truth in order to attach this mechanism
which will relate us to the Infinite?
11. We can make no mistake about this if we realize that truth is the vital
principle of the Universal Mind and is Omnipresent. For instance, if you
require health, a realization of the fact that the "I" in you is spiritual and
that all spirit is one; that wherever a part is the whole must be, will bring
about a condition of health, because every cell in the body must manifest
the truth as you see it. If you see sickness; they will manifest sickness; if
you see perfection they must manifest perfection. The affirmation, "I am
whole, perfect, strong, powerful, loving, harmonious and happy", will
bring about harmonious conditions. The reason for this is because the
affirmation is in strict accordance with the Truth, and when truth appears
every form of error or discord must necessarily disappear.
12. You have found that the "I" is spiritual, it must necessarily then
always be no less than perfect, the affirmation. "I am whole, perfect,
strong, powerful, loving, harmonious and happy" is therefore an exact
scientific statement.
13. Thought is a spiritual activity and spirit is creative, therefore the result
of holding this thought in mind, must necessarily bring about conditions
in harmony with the thought.
14. If you require Wealth a realization of the fact that the "I" in you is one
with the Universal mind which is all substance, and is Omnipotent, will
assist you in bringing into operation the law of attraction which will bring

you into vibration with those forces which make for success and bring
about conditions of power and affluence in direct proportion with the
character and purpose of your affirmation.
15. Visualization is the mechanism of the attachment which you require.
Visualization is a very different process from seeing; seeing is physical,
and is therefore related to the objective world, the "world without," but
Visualization is a product of the imagination, and is therefore a product of
the subjective mind, the "world within." It therefore possesses vitality; it
will grow. The thing visualized will manifest itself in form. The mechanism
is perfect; it was created by the Master Architect who "doeth all things
well," but unfortunately sometimes the operator is inexperienced or
inefficient, but practice and determination will overcome this defect.
16. If you require Love try to realize that the only way to get love is by
giving it, that the more you give the more you will get, and the only way
in which you can give it, is to fill yourself with it, until you become a
magnet. The method was explained in another lesson.
17. He who has learned to bring the greatest spiritual truths into touch
with the so-called lesser things of life has discovered the secret of the
solution of his problem. One is always quickened, made more thoughtful,
by his nearness of approach to great ideas, great events, great natural
objects, and great men. Lincoln is said to have begotten in all who came
near him the feeling awakened when one approaches a mountain, and
this sense asserts itself most keenly when one comes to realize that he
has laid hold upon things that are eternal, the power of Truth.
18. It is sometimes an inspiration to hear from someone who has actually
put these principles to the test, someone who has demonstrated them in
their own life. A letter from Frederick Andrews offers the following insight:
19. I was about thirteen years old when Dr. T. W. Marsee, since passed
over, said to my mother: "There is no possible chance, Mrs. Andrews. I
lost my little boy the same way, after doing everything for him that it was
possible to do. I have made a special study of these cases, and I know
there is no possible chance for him to get well."
20. She turned to him and said: "Doctor, what would you do if he were
your boy?" and he answered, "I would fight, fight, as long as there is a
breath of life to fight for."
21. That was the beginning of a long drawn-out battle, with many ups
and downs, the doctors all agreeing that there was no chance for a cure,

though they encouraged and cheered us the best they could.
22. But at last the victory came, and I have grown from a little, crooked,
twisted, cripple, going about on my hands and knees, to a strong,
straight, well formed man.
23. Now, I know you want the formula, and I will give it to you as briefly
and quickly as I can.
24. I built up an affirmation for myself, taking the qualities I most needed,
and affirming for myself over and over again, "I am whole, perfect,
strong, powerful, loving, harmonious and happy." I kept up this
affirmation, always the same, never varying, till I could wake up in the
night and find myself repeating, "I am whole, perfect, strong, powerful,
loving, harmonious and happy." It was the last thing on my lips at night
and the first thing in the morning.
25. Not only did I affirm it for myself, but for others that I knew needed it.
I want to emphasize this point. Whatever you desire for yourself, affirm it
for others, and it will help you both. We reap what we sow. If we send out
thoughts of love and health, they return to us like bread cast upon the
waters; but if we send out thoughts of fear, worry, jealousy, anger, hate,
etc., we will reap the results in our own lives.
26. It used to be said that man is completely built over every seven
years, but some scientists now declare that we build ourselves over
entirely every eleven months; so we are really only eleven months old. If
we build the defects back into our bodies year after year, we have no
one to blame but ourselves.
27. Man is the sum total of his own thoughts; so the question is, how are
we going to entertain only the good thoughts and reject the evil ones? At
first we can't keep the evil thoughts from coming, but we can keep from
entertaining them. The only way to do this is to forget them -- which
means, get something for them. This is where the ready-made
affirmation comes into play.
28. When a thought of anger, jealousy, fear or worry creeps in, just start
your affirmation going. The way to fight darkness is with light -- the way
to fight cold is with heat -- the way to overcome evils is with good. For
myself, I never could find any help in denials. Affirm the good, and the
bad will vanish. - Frederick Elias Andrews
29. If there is anything you require, it will be well for you to make use of

this affirmation; it cannot be improved upon. Use it just as it is; take it into
the silence with you, until it sinks into your subconsciousness, so that
you can use it anywhere, in your car, in the office, at home; this is the
advantage of spiritual methods; they are always available. Spirit is
omnipresent, every ready; all that is required is a proper recognition of its
omnipotence, and a willingness or desire to become the recipient of its
beneficent effects.
30. If our predominant mental attitude is one of power, courage,
kindliness and sympathy, we shall find that our environment will reflect
conditions in correspondence with these thoughts; if it is weak, critical,
envious and destructive, we shall find our environment reflecting
conditions corresponding to these thoughts.
31. Thoughts are causes and conditions are effects. Herein is the
explanation of the origin of both good and evil. Thought is creative and
will automatically correlate with its object. This is a Cosmological law (a
universal law), the law of Attraction, the law of Cause and Effect; the
recognition and application of this law will determine both beginning and
end; it is the law by which in all ages and in all times the people were led
to believe in the power of prayer. "As thy faith is, so be it unto thee," is
simply another, shorter and a better way of stating it.
32. This week visualize a plant; take a flower, the one you most admire,
bring it from the unseen into the seen, plant the tiny seed, water it, care
for it, place it where it will get the direct rays of the morning sun, see the
seed burst; it is now a living thing, something which is alive and
beginning to search for the means of subsistence. See the roots
penetrating the earth, watch them shoot out in all directions and
remember that they are living cells dividing and subdividing, and that
they will soon number millions, that each cell is intelligent, that it knows
what is wants and knows how to get it. See the stem shoot forward and
upward, watch it burst through the surface of the earth, see it divide and
form branches, see how perfect and symmetrical each branch is formed,
see the leaves begin to form, and then the tiny stems, each one holding
aloft a bud, and as you watch you see the bud begin to unfold and your
favorite flower comes to view; and now if you will concentrate intently
you will become conscious of a fragrance; it is the fragrance of the flower
as the breeze gently sways the beautiful creation which you have
visualized.
33. When you are enabled to make your vision clear and complete you

will be enabled to enter into the spirit of a thing; it will become very real
to you; you will be learning to concentrate and the process is the same,
whether you are concentrating on health, a favorite flower, an ideal, a
complicated business proposition or any other problem of life.
34. Every success has been accomplished by persistent concentration
upon the object in view.
Study Questions with Answers
81. What is the imperative condition of all well-being?
Well doing.
82. What is the condition precedent to every right action?
Right thinking.
83. What is the underlying condition necessary in every business
transaction or social relation?
To know the Truth.
84. What is the result of a knowledge of the Truth?
We can readily predict the result of any action that is based upon a true
premise.
85. What is the result of any action based upon a false premise?
We can form no conception of the results which may ensue.
86. How may we know the Truth?
By a realization of the fact that Truth is the vital principle of the Universe
and is therefore omnipresent.
87. What is the nature of Truth?
It is spiritual.
88. What is the secret of the solution to every problem?
To apply spiritual Truth.
89. What is the advantage of spiritual methods?
They are always available.
90. What are the necessary requirements?
A recognition of the omnipotence of spiritual power and a desire to
become the recipient of its beneficent effects.
Thought means life, since those who do not think do not live in any high
or real sense. Thinking makes the man.
—A.B. Alcott
The Master Key System Part Ten will be included in Cultivate Life!
magazine, issue 025 in two weeks.

